Tight junction protein claudin-1 is differentially expressed in craniopharyngioma subtypes and indicates invasive tumor growth
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Background. Claudins are tight junction proteins expressed in epithelial tissues that play important roles in cell polarity and adhesion. Altered distribution of claudin-1 (CLDN1) affects cell mobility and tumor invasiveness. Craniopharyngiomas (CPs) represent epithelial tumors of the sellar region, consisting of adamantinomatous (adaCP) and papillary (papCP) variants. Their tendency to infiltrate surrounding brain structures complicates successful surgery. Reliable markers are required to predict tumor behavior and to establish individualized treatment protocols.

Methods. We describe the distribution pattern of CLDN1 in a large cohort of 66 adaCPs, 21 papCPs, and 24 Rathke’s cleft cyst (RCC) cases using immunohistochemistry. CLDN1 mRNA levels were analyzed with qRT-PCR in 33 CP samples. The impact on the migration potential was studied in primary adaCP cell cultures (n = 11) treated with small interfering RNA (siRNA) for CLDN1. Furthermore, CLDN1 distribution patterns and expression levels were compared between invasive (n = 16) and noninvasive (n = 17) tumor groups.

Results. PapCPs and RCCs exhibited a distinct homogenous and membranous expression pattern, whereas CLDN1 immunoreactivity appeared weaker and more heterogeneous in adaCPs. In the latter cases, whirl-like cell clusters showed complete absence of CLDN1. mRNA analysis confirmed reduced CLDN1 levels in adaCPs versus papCPs. Interestingly, invasive tumors exhibited significantly lower CLDN1 expression compared with noninvasive counterparts regardless of CP subtype. Accordingly, siRNA treatment for CLDN1 altered tumor cell migration in vitro.

Conclusion. CLDN1 represents a novel marker in the differential diagnosis of CP variants and RCCs. Low CLDN1 expression levels correlate with an invasive CP growth pattern and may serve as a prognostic marker.
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The differential diagnosis of space-occupying, nonadenomatous lesions of the sellar region is challenging and is of paramount importance with respect to distinct clinical manifestations and treatment strategies. Craniopharyngiomas (CPs) are the third most common pediatric brain tumors and account for ~2%–5% of all primary intracranial neoplasms.¹ They originate from the Rathke’s pouch epithelium and can be divided into adamantinomatous (adaCP) and papillary (papCP) variants. Both subtypes are different not only histopathologically but also with respect to clinical manifestations and prognosis. Treatment of CP patients remains difficult due to the anatomical proximity of the lesion to important functional brain structures.¹–³ Although they represent histologically benign (WHO grade 1) tumors, especially adaCPs, are often locally invasive within the perisellar neurovascular structures (eg, the hypothalamus, cavernous sinus, and visual system). Gross total resection can seldom be performed without the high risk of severe clinical and neuroendocrinological deficits such as obesity, diabetes insipidus, and pituitary hormone deficiencies.⁴–⁶ Subtotal resection requires adjuvant radiotherapy and is often accompanied by either tumor progression or treatment-associated side effects.¹ Chemotherapeutical approaches, such as intracystic injection of bleomycin and interferon-alpha, are under investigation.⁷ Histologically, adaCPs are characterized by the presence of cells arranged in lobules with irregular trabeculae bordered by palisaded columnar epithelium. Further hallmarks are regressive elements like calcifications, inflammation, and wet keratin as well as cells with nuclear...
β-catenin accumulation (Fig. 1B). These cells are often arranged in whirls and represent an alternatively differentiated population compared with the nonaccumulating cells. In contrast, papCP is a homogenous lesion of well-differentiated squamous epithelium surrounding fibrotic and pseudocystic inclusions and always lacking nuclear β-catenin accumulation.

Since papCP almost always occurs as a solid and well-demarcated mass, this suprasellar tumor is generally treatable by radical surgery, and tumor relapse is less frequent as a result. The same applies for Rathke’s cleft cysts (RCCs), which are benign intra- or suprasellar cystic lesions found in up to 30% of routine autopsies. It is thought that they also derive from residues of Rathke’s pouch epithelium. RCCs are lined by single or pseudostratiﬁed cuboidal or columnar epithelium with or without cilia and goblet cells. Sometimes they show squamous metaplasia with prominent cholesterol clefts or groups of macrophages and lymphocytes, which may pose difﬁculties in the differential diagnosis from CP. Symptomatic cases are rare and are managed by surgery.

Recurrence rates following resection are signiﬁcantly lower in patients with RCCs compared with CPs, which often eliminates the need for postsurgical radiotherapy. Invasion into surrounding brain parenchyma is not seen, and proliferation rates are typically low.

Recently, tumor cell migration in adaCP has been linked to cells with activated canonical Wnt signaling pathway characterized by nuclear accumulation of its key player, β-catenin. Epithelial tumor cell mobility requires escaping from the united cell structure by dissolving cell-cell contacts, such as tight junctions [TJs] formed by cell adhesion molecules like occludin and Claudins. Claudins are a family of TJ proteins expressed in endothelial and epithelial tissue. They play an important role in cell polarity and cell adhesion as well as in maintaining paracellular barrier functions. Claudin-1 (CLDN1) is a 23 kDa integral membrane protein with 4 membrane-spanning regions. The extracellular loops interact each homotypic or heterotypic with another extracellular loop of CLDN family members of neighboring cells to build up connections, appearing as TJs. Deregulation, like pathological up- or downregulation, may lead to accumulation of tumor cells.

Fig. 1. Immunohistochemical staining of CLDN1 and β-catenin in paraffin-embedded sections of CP variants and RCCs. RCCs (Fig. 1A, left) show distinct membranous and weak cytoplasmic CLDN1 expression exclusively in the basal cell layer of the cyst membrane (bottom left = enlargement of the marked area; scale bar 20 μm). The staining pattern appears homogenous and intense in papCPs (Fig. 1A, top middle). Invasive areas (↓) show diminished CLDN1 staining (bottom middle). In contrast, CLDN1 immunoreactivity is restricted to specific cellular elements in adaCPs (Fig. 1A, right). These cell groups are located next to whirl-like tumor cell clusters (top right) or adjacent to regressive changes (ie, calcifications, wet keratin and ghost cells) (bottom right). Serial sections as well as double immunofluorescence staining (Fig. 1B) using antibodies against CLDN1 (red) and β-catenin (green) proved the absence of CLDN1 in β-catenin-accumulating tumor cells located in finger-like tumor protrusions. Nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst 33342 (blue). Scale bars 100 μm; asterisk = tumor tissue, circle = brain tissue. Inserts = enlargement of the marked area. Abbreviations: adaCP, adamantinomatous craniopharyngioma; CLDN1, claudin-1; papCP, papillary craniopharyngioma; RCC, Rathke’s cleft cyst.
downregulation, of various members of the claudin family has been previously described for different epithelial neoplasms.\textsuperscript{27,28} Data concerning CLDN1 expression in CPs and RCCs have not previously been reported. We analyzed the distribution pattern of CLDN1 in a representative cohort of CP variants and RCCs. Furthermore, we correlated CLDN1 mRNA expression levels with tumor cell migration and infiltrative growth pattern.

Materials and Methods

**Patient Cohort**

Surgical specimens from 111 patients with CPs and RCCs were retrieved from the archives of the Department of Neuropathology (University Hospital Erlangen). Each tumor sample was classified according to World Health Organization guidelines using hematoxylin and eosin as well as immunohistochemical staining (eg, pan-cytokeratin [KL-1] and β-catenin). A declaration of consent from each patient is available for all specimens for further scientific investigation, as approved by the local ethics committee of the University Erlangen-Nuremberg. Procedures were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Clinical data of all patients are presented in Table 1.

**Immunohistochemistry**

Surgical samples were prepared as previously described.\textsuperscript{13} Immunohistochemical staining was performed using a staining machine (Benchmark XT) and the Ventana DAB staining system following the manufacturers’ recommendations. CLDN1 was detected using a polyclonal rabbit-anti-claudin-1 antibody (1:50; Cell Marque). For visualization of β-catenin, the monoclonal antibody mouse-anti-β-catenin (1:800; Clone 14; BD Biosciences) was applied. Double-immunofluorescence stainings were performed manually as described elsewhere.\textsuperscript{26} Cy2-anti-mouse and Cy3-anti-rabbit (1:100; Dianova) served as fluorescent secondary antibodies. Nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst 33342 (500 ng/ml; Sigma Aldrich).

**Cell Culture**

Eleven primary cell cultures of adaCP were established from representative surgical tumor samples as previously described.\textsuperscript{24} Instantaneous sections were prepared and microscopically reviewed to verify diagnosis and sufficient tumor content of each specimen prior to cultivation. We verified the epithelial differentiation of primary cell cultures immunohistochemically on cytospins using a monoclonal mouse-antibody against cytokeratin-large-spectrum (1:40; Clone Kl-1; Beckman Coulter).

**CLDN1 Gene Silencing**

CLDN1 downregulation was performed using CLDN1 validated Silencer Select Pre Designed siRNA (ID: s17315) and Lipofectamine 2000 (Ambion). Cells were cultured until reaching 40% confluence according to manufacturer's instructions in medium without antibiotics for 24 hours prior to transfection. Transfection was maintained using RNAi at a final concentration of 20 nM and 4.5 μL/mL Lipofectamine 2000 in serum-reduced medium. As reference control, cells were transfected in the same manner using Silence Select Negative Control #1 siRNA (Ambion). Within 72 hours, sufficient mRNA and protein downregulation had been achieved as assessed by quantitative real-time (qRT) PCR analysis as well as immunoblotting. Cells treated by this procedure were used in further migration experiments.

**Boydern Chamber Assay**

Boyden chamber migration assay (QCM 24-well Colorimetric Cell Migration Assay; Millipore) was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, 0.5 × 10\textsuperscript{5} cells, which were transfected with 20 nM siRNA (Ambion) for 72 hours, were transferred into each Boyden chamber and incubated with 10 ng/mL epidermal growth factor as chemoattractant, added to the upper chamber only. After 24 hours, cells remaining on the upper side of the membrane, which had not migrated through the 8.0 μm pores, were removed. Migrated cells were stained with staining solution. Subsequently, the optical density of the extracted staining could be measured at 560 nm; the optical density correlated with the amount of migrated cells. Each experiment was carried out in triplicate.

**Protein Preparation and Immunoblotting**

Cytoplasmic proteins of cultured cells were isolated according to manufacturer’s instructions using the Nuclear/Cytosol Fractionation Kit (BioVision). The concentration of each fraction was evaluated by photometric measurement (Tecan, λ = 562 nm) using the BC Assay Kit (Uptima-Interchim). Protein extracts were separated in an SDS-PAGE (8% PAA-gel) by electrophoresis and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane (0.2 μm pore size; Schleicher & Schuell). Equal protein loading (20 μg per lane) was estimated using monoclonal mouse-anti-β-Actin antibody (1:10000; Sigma-Aldrich) for cytoplasmic fraction. Membranes were incubated with polyclonal rabbit-anti-claudin-1(1:200) and thereafter with horseradish peroxidase-linked goat-anti-mouse and goat-anti-rabbit secondary antibodies (1:10000; Bio-Rad). Protein detection was performed by incubating the membrane with enhancing chemoluminescence solution.

**cDNA Preparation**

Total RNA of cultured cells was isolated with TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s protocol. The RNeasy Extraction Kit (Qiagen) was used for total tumor RNA isolation of snap-frozen tissue samples. From all specimens, frozen sections were microscopically reviewed to confirm tumor content. After digestion with RNase-free DNase I (Invitrogen), the total amount of RNA was determined by measuring probes on a NanoDrop (Thermo Fisher Scientific), followed by reverse transcription using SuperScript First-Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen) with oligo (dT) primers. Due to limitations regarding tumor size and tumor content, the collectives of immunohistochemistry and mRNA are not absolutely congruent.

**Quantitative Real-time PCR Analysis**

Relative quantification by qRT-PCR with Sybr Green II (Applied Biosystems) was employed to assess the quantitative expression of CLDN1 in whole-tumor tissue of 14 papCPs and 19 adaCPs. To determine CLDN1 expression after RNAi treatment, relative quantification analyses were performed on cDNA from cultured adaCPs. All analyses were carried out with the Applied Biosystems 7500 Fast Real-Time-PCR. Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase was used as an endogenous control for cDNA amount. Sequences of mRNA-specific primer employed in qRT-PCR analyses are listed in Table 2. To exclude nonspecific amplification, no-template controls for each primer were arranged on every plate, and a melt curve analysis was performed. Analysis was conducted using the ΔΔC\textsubscript{T}-method according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Claudin-1 in Cystic Sellar Tumors

We examined the immunohistochemical distribution pattern of CLDN1 in a cohort of 66 adaCPs, 21 papCPs, and 24 RCCs. In RCC specimens, distinct CLDN1 immunoreactivity was observed in the basal cell layer with strong detection at the cell membrane (Fig. 1A, left). The cytoplasm showed a variable staining pattern, and immunoreactivity was always absent from the nuclei. The overlying cells displayed only weak expression in particular cases in which goblet cells and cilia appeared negative. In papCPs, the vast majority of tumor cells revealed a distinct CLDN1 expression pattern, predominantly at the cell membrane (Fig. 1A, top middle), which was consistent with its role in cell-cell adhesion. Interestingly, tumor cells bordering brain tissue and dura fragments demonstrated only pale staining and a switch from membranous to cytoplasmic CLDN1 compared with neighboring cell layers (Fig. 1A, bottom middle). Furthermore, areas with distinct squamous epithelial differentiation showed a weaker staining pattern compared with adjoining epithelial layers. Pseudocystic tumor areas with fibrotic degeneration and blood vessels were always negative. As in RCCs, CLDN1 was not detected in the nuclei. In contrast, overall CLDN1 staining was strikingly lower in adaCPs, where large tumor areas demonstrated absent or weak immunoreactivity (Fig. 1A, top right). Furthermore, we noticed strong CLDN1 immunoreactivity in regions harboring regressive changes (e.g., ghost cells, wet keratin and calcifications) (bottom right). The staining pattern appears more diffuse within the cytoplasm (Fig. 1A, right inserts) compared with RCCs and papCPs. Sometimes nuclear staining in single tumor cells could not be excluded. None of the papCPs or RCCs showed such a nonhomogeneous staining pattern. Whirl-like cell clusters displaying nuclear β-catenin accumulation always lacked CLDN1, whereas its expression was obvious in adjoining cells as documented using serial sections and double immunofluorescence staining (Fig. 1B). Here it predominantly appeared at the cell membrane and in the cytoplasm. Central nervous tissue and normal pituitary gland adjacent to the lesions showed no expression of CLDN1 (Fig. 1A and B).

mRNA Expression of CLDN1 Is Altered in CP Variants and Correlates with Invasive Growth

To examine CLDN1 mRNA expression levels in both CP subtypes, relative quantification by qRT-PCR with SYBR Green II was conducted using total RNA of 33 different tumor samples (14 papCPs and 19 adaCPs). The RNA collective only included primary tumor samples. Recurrent tumors and cases with tumor content lower than 50% were excluded. To compare CLDN1 mRNA levels of CP subtypes, we used the averaged CLDN1 value of all papCPs as the calibrator equalized to the value of one. All adaCP cases were compared herewith. In accordance to the immunohistochemical results, the overall relative CLDN1 expression level was significantly lower in adaCPs (n = 19) compared with papCPs (n = 14) (P = .0008; Student t test). Most of the adaCP samples exhibited extremely low CLDN1 levels compared with papCP samples (Fig. 2A). Interestingly, our collective included 4 papCP specimens with comparable amounts of low CLDN1 mRNA levels. Paraffin sections from 2 of these cases contained brain tissue in close association to the tumor, indicating infiltrative tumor growth. The marginal area of the tumor next to central nervous tissue showed diminished expression of CLDN1 by immunohistochemistry. To verify these results, we tried to investigate CLDN1 mRNA expression levels in correlation to the growth pattern of all tumors under study. There are presently no reliable clinical definitions for infiltrative growth for CPs, so we used 2 independent classification systems to generate a clinical and histological cohort of invasive tumors. Based on preoperative MR imaging and surgical reports, a clinically invasive group was determined. Tumors were defined and grouped as invasive if they impaired the integrity of brain parenchyma, hypothalamus, walls of the ventricles, cavernous sinus or optic chiasm, or if they exhibited glia-arachnoidal adhesion. Tumors that respected neuronal structures and did not demonstrate adhesion to any cranial structures were classified as non-invasive (M.B., S.-M.S., R.F., J.F.). A histologically invasive group was defined using the criteria already published by Weiner et al. in 1994, “...as the presence of an isolated nest of tumor cells surrounded on all sides...by brain tissue, which was clearly separate from the remainder of the tumor.” Small isolated nests of tumor cells are not visible in the operative microscope during surgery, however, their existence does not absolutely exclude complete resectability of the tumor, as far as it is resected completely with the surrounding glio-lacunar layer via transcranial surgery. Nevertheless isolated tumor cell nests can be an early predictor for recurrence. We evaluated all cases included in the mRNA study (n = 33) based on both criteria and established a clearly invasive cohort.

Table 2. Sequences of mRNA-specific primer employed in quantitative real-time PCR analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene symbol</th>
<th>Forward primer 5′ - 3′</th>
<th>Reverse Primer 3′ - 5′</th>
<th>Fragment Length (bp)</th>
<th>Species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>caagcaccatggctcaagc</td>
<td>tctcaaggggtctacatgg</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLDN1</td>
<td>gaagtgtctgggaagacagtg</td>
<td>gagcctgaccaattgtcagc</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>human</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CLDN1, claudin-1; GAPDH, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase.

Statistical Evaluation

Statistical analyses were performed with Graph Pad software Prism 4.02 (La Jolla). Data normality was tested with D’Agostino-Pearson-omnibus test (for data sets with n > 8). When the samples came from a normally distributed population, an unpaired Student t test was conducted to resolve hypothesized differences. Paired observations were statistically analyzed by a paired Student t test. Statistical procedures were computed using 2-tailed tests with an alpha error cutoff value of 0.05 for statistical significance.

Results

Differential Distribution Pattern of Tight Junction Protein Claudin-1 in Cystic Sellar Tumors

The expression levels in correlation to the growth pattern of all tumors under study. There are presently no reliable clinical definitions for infiltrative growth for CPs, so we used 2 independent classification systems to generate a clinical and histological cohort of invasive tumors. Based on preoperative MR imaging and surgical reports, a clinically invasive group was determined. Tumors were defined and grouped as invasive if they impaired the integrity of brain parenchyma, hypothalamus, walls of the ventricles, cavernous sinus or optic chiasm, or if they exhibited glia-arachnoidal adhesion. Tumors that respected neuronal structures and did not demonstrate adhesion to any cranial structures were classified as non-invasive (M.B., S.-M.S., R.F., J.F.). A histologically invasive group was defined using the criteria already published by Weiner et al. in 1994, “...as the presence of an isolated nest of tumor cells surrounded on all sides...by brain tissue, which was clearly separate from the remainder of the tumor.” Small isolated nests of tumor cells are not visible in the operative microscope during surgery, however, their existence does not absolutely exclude complete resectability of the tumor, as far as it is resected completely with the surrounding glio-lacunar layer via transcranial surgery. Nevertheless isolated tumor cell nests can be an early predictor for recurrence. We evaluated all cases included in the mRNA study (n = 33) based on both criteria and established a clearly invasive cohort.
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tion, we performed siRNA experiments in primary adaCP tumor cell cultures. To analyze the influence of CLDN1 expression on cell migration, we used the averaged CLDN1 value of noninvasive CPs as the calibrator for each subtype separately. Statistical evaluation of both groups showed a significantly lower overall CLDN1 mRNA value in invasive CP cases regardless of CP subtype (Fig. 2B; P = .0008; Student t test). We also conducted separate analyses for adaCP and papCP cases. Therefore, adaCP cases overall showed a significantly lower CLDN1 mRNA level in invasive tumors compared with noninvasive samples (P = .0339; Student t test). This observation was confirmed in papCPs where the CLDN1 level of each invasive case was below the average of noninvasive cases. Unfortunately, we could not perform statistical evaluation of CLDN1 expression in papCPs because invasive papCPs are extremely rare, and our collective comprised only 4 cases, which was not sufficient for reliable statistical evaluation (P = n.a.; n too small) (Supplemental Fig. S1). The sections of invasive papCP cases revealed diminished CLDN1 staining in tumor protrusions into adjacent brain structures. The outermost cell layers of marginal tumor parts showed weak to absent CLDN1 expression with redistribution from the membrane to the cytoplasm. In fact, the case number is too low to allow reliable evidence for this observation.

CLDN1 Affects Migration in AdaCPs

To analyze the influence of CLDN1 expression on cell migration, we performed siRNA experiments in primary adaCP tumor cell cultures (n = 11). The efficiency of CLDN1 downregulation reached up to 90%, illustrated by qRT-PCR (Fig. 3A) and immunoblotting (Fig. 3B). Subsequently, Boyden chamber assay was used to investigate the motility of CLDN1-RNAi transfected cells (Fig. 4). Overall, CLDN1 inhibition caused a significant increase of adaCP tumor cell migration (Fig. 4B; P = .0121; Student t test), pointing to a possible role in this aspect of invasion that deserves further study. However, single results were divergent. Sixty-four percent of cell cultures (n = 7) showed an elevated migratory potential, whereas one sample (adaCP 6) offered a significant reduction. Three specimens reached no statistical significance (Fig. 4A).

Discussion

Migration and invasion of epithelial cells are prevented by the formation of TJs, which are responsible for cell polarity and cell-cell adhesion within epithelial structures.26,27 One of the key players in TJ formation are the claudins, a family of proteins whose expression is altered in several types of cancer.31 Claudin-1 (CLDN1) has been described as essential for TJ formation since CLDN1-deficient mice died within 1 day postnatally due to massive transepidermal dehydration.32 Accordingly, CLDN1 shows a homogenous membranous distribution pattern in nearly all epithelial tissues.33 Data concerning its relevance in cystic epithelial lesions of the sellar region (eg, CPs and RCCs) are not available so far. Therefore, we analyzed the expression pattern of CLDN1 in a representative cohort of 111 patients suffering from CPs or RCCs. Although all entities under study represent epithelial lesions being defined as subtypes of the same tumor entity (adaCPs and papCPs) or sharing the same embryologic ectodermal origin,34 CPs and RCCs, adaCPs showed significantly lower CLDN1 mRNA levels compared with papCPs and RCCs. Using immunohistochemistry, we were able to demonstrate divergent expression patterns in CP variants and RCCs, suggesting CLDN1 as an immunohistochemical auxiliary in the differential diagnosis of these lesions. CLDN1 is already accepted as a diagnostic marker for meningioma35 and soft tissue perineuromas, distinguishing these from potential mimics.36,37 In this study, CLDN1 was always restricted to the cell membrane and appeared nearly exclusively in the basal cell layer of RCCs, whereas the distribution pattern in papCPs was almost always homogenous and widespread. Here, nearly all tumor cells showed a strong membranous staining that occurred sometimes parallel with a cytoplasmic expression. This staining pattern suggests an intact formation of TJs directed by CLDN1.

In contrast, large parts of the adaCP tumor samples exhibited only weak to absent CLDN1 expression. Immunoreactivity was restricted to cell groups located next to areas with extensive...
regressive changes (e.g., calcifications) as well as surrounding whirl-like cell clusters. Both structures represent histomorphological hallmarks of adaCPs. Altered distribution of CLDN1, which is important for cell polarity and pattern formation, may contribute to the development of these peculiar, entropic structures. Staining was not always restricted to the cell membrane but rather was diffuse in the cytoplasm. Altered levels of claudins have already been shown to be associated with invasion and aggressiveness of several epithelial neoplasms (e.g., colon cancer,\textsuperscript{38} oral squamous cell carcinoma,\textsuperscript{39} and melanoma), where elevated motility of tumor cells is accompanied with a higher level of cytoplasmic staining.\textsuperscript{40}

In addition, we observed significantly diminished CLDN1 levels in invasive versus noninvasive CP cases. These findings suggest that the characteristic infiltrative growth pattern, especially observed in adaCPs, could be the result of lower CLDN1 expression levels resulting in detached TJs. In contrast to occludin, claudin family members are the essential components of functional TJ formation in epithelial cells.\textsuperscript{32,41,42} About 60% of CLDN1 molecules are fixed at the cell membrane during TJ formation, whereas zonula occludens proteins are permanently fluctuating between different cellular compartments\textsuperscript{33,34} and also occur in adherens junctions as well as other cell types besides epithelial and endothelial cells.\textsuperscript{44–46} Invasive CP showed protrusions into adjacent brain tissue, where the outermost cell layers displayed weaker or even absent membranous CLDN1 staining. AdaCP migration assays, using primary cell cultures, reinforced this hypothesis. Although occasionally showing divergent results, downregulation of CLDN1 was associated with a significantly higher migration potential of adaCP tumor cells overall. The significant increase of migration potential after RNAi treatment in 7 cases could be correlated with their high invasive potential either clinically or histologically. Cases that did not show a significant shift in their migration potential were classified as noninvasive by the neurosurgeons’ classification. From the present results, we would postulate that CP cases with homogenous CLDN1 distribution and distinct mRNA levels do not represent patients who are at high risk for infiltrative tumor growth, whereas tumors showing low CLDN1 levels might represent patients at high risk who should be considered for stringent follow-up examination (e.g., early postoperative radiotherapy or aggressive treatment strategies).

It is likely that impairment of TJ formation may have further consequences besides promotion of tumor cell migration and invasion. TJs provide a paracellular barrier function that maintains size-selective permeability of solutes and nutrients and regulates for example the leakiness of endothelia. Therefore, alterations of CLDN1 expression may influence the formation of characteristic CP morphology (e.g., enhanced inflammation and cyst formation caused by accumulation of fluid), an assumption that has to be established in further studies.

The mechanism causing deregulation of CLDN1 expression in cancer is not fully understood. It is known that CLDN1 expression
is affected by p63, CDX2, Smad4/TGF-b, Runx3, or mi-RNAs, as well as epigenetically by HDAC2. Only one single mutation was identified in the CLDN1 gene, leading to progressive scaling of the skin and obstruction of the bile ducts known as neonatal sclerosing cholangitis and ichthyosis. The gene encoding for CLDN1 was sequenced in a single study of breast cancer, where no mutations in the coding sequence or putative promoter region could be detected. CLDN1 is being considered a target gene of -catenin. This may be the mechanism of upregulation in colorectal cancer. A new genetically engineered animal model developed by Gaston-Massuet et al proved the impact of dysregulated Wnt/β-catenin signaling on the pathogenesis of CP. However, immunohistochemistry revealed absence of CLDN1 protein in nearly all β-catenin-accumulating cell clusters of adaCP. In addition, activation of the β-catenin target gene fascin, which is involved in cellular motility, is increased in the same adaCP cell clusters that show absence of CLDN1 expression (data not shown). Regulation of CLDN1 expression is a process that is important for several malignant epithelial tumors where TJ proteins are specified as potential tumor suppressors. Further studies are needed to test this hypothesis in CP.

In summary, the distinct expression pattern of CLDN1 can be helpful in the differential diagnosis of adaCPs, papCPs and RCCs. Furthermore, decreased CLDN1 expression, as well as diminished membranous and prominent cytoplasmic CLDN1 staining, correlates with the invasive potential of the certain cases. Further studies are required to understand the biological role of CLDN1 in the migratory and invasion capacity of CP tumor cells as well as its prognostic value for recurrence.
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